
FORMAT STYLES OF WRITING A BUSINESS LETTERS

If we break away from the black and white of business writing, we can find that the range and form of business writing is
exciting and varied, as opposed to the.

The subsequent paragraphs should include information that gives your reader a full understanding of your
objective s but avoid meandering sentences and needlessly long words. Block Style The block style is also
known as the Full block style. Now that you've learned the secrets of writing an effective business letter,
you're ready to start composing. In this style, all elements of the letter are justified to the left. This may affect
your relationship with the recipient. There is no need for a signature line or any of the other formal endings or
closings that letters require. In indented style, new paragraphs in a piece of writing are indented that is, they
begin about 1. A cover letter identifies the sender and lets the recipient know what is included in the envelope
or package. These programs generally have many different style and format options. However, unlike full
block, each body paragraph of semi-block is indented five spaces. Excellent grammar and spelling are
essential when drafting a business letter. Source :. Carelessness can lead to the inclusion of erroneous
information in a templated letter. Templates that have been tested and reviewed may be less likely than
original letters to result in confusion or ill will. The advantages of letter templates are numerous: Templates
can be loaded into word processing software ensuring that the same business letter format is used throughout
your organization. Here are a few things to keep in mind: A letter of request should be humble but not sound
as if you are groveling. Additionally, this template has three other elements. If you type a standard business
letter yourself, you do not need to include this element. Again, keep it concise to sustain their attention.
Proofreading: It is very difficult to proofread your own writing, particularly if you need to send the letter soon
after completing it. Inquiry letters: These are letters of request for something or a response to a request sent by
someone. Response letters: These are in response to a received letter. Though they provide information similar
to a letter, they are very different in their format. The salutation is placed two lines below the attention line if
an attention line is provided. Be persuasive: Establish a positive relationship with your reader right away. The
most common place hanging indents are used is on a bibliography reference page. Customer Service Letter: A
customer service letter is sent to clients and customers regarding questions, complaints and compliments
received. There are still many business houses which use the old layout. Word can automatically color your
company's name every time it appears, making those entries easy to locate.


